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Thank You!

Thank you for volunteering to 
score project reports!

We created this slide deck to 
provide some information about 
scoring. Thanks for taking the time 
to review it!



Agenda
• What is MESA?
• Things to keep in mind
• About the competition
• Rubric scale
• Rubric parts
• Logistics of scoring

Pro Tip: 
Have a copy of the rubric in front 
of you while going through slide 
deck.

Project Report Rubric
Project Report Overview
Entire Competition Rules

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpsCqVqX7SZBgDo8M02ZCGTByVp9UoCi
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FeUTDCbXevdTUqmAE2Gk13QthycUahre
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hXtOOxN94GnS3zBo4zn16AbbyjRUx1a7


What is MESA USA?
• Mathematics Engineering 

Science Achievement
• Classroom and After 

School programs
• Human Centered Design 

& STEM

• 10 States
• Focuses on students 

underrepresented in STEM
• Over 49,000 K-12 and 

college students are served 
annually 



Why Training?
1. Inter-rater reliability

○ The degree of agreement among raters.
○ Common understanding of expectation for each part of rubric

2. Consistency among MESA states
3. Context of the Project Report within the scope of the entire National 

Competition
4. Familiarity with specifications and the rubric
5. Provide information about MESA students. Set expectations



About the Competition
• Teams of 3-4 students 
• Device must be designed 

around the needs of a 
client.

• An Arduino 
microcontroller must be 
basis for the solution

• Students will
• Write a Project Report
• Give a Product Pitch
• Give a Technical 

Presentation and have 
an Interview

• Create an Poster



Competition Components
● Project Report - 100 points
● Prototype Pitch - 100 points
● Technical Presentation & Interview-100 points
● Poster Symposium - 50 points
Total: 350 points



Rubric Scale for all items
(5)-Exceptional: Exceeds all aspects of the standard when possible.

(4)-Excellent: Meets all aspects of the standard very effectively.

(3)-Met Criteria: Meets all aspects of the standard effectively but no more;

(2)-Fair: Almost meets the standard. May be inaccurate or unclear.

(1)-Poor: Attempts to meet the standard but provides information which is
irrelevant or unnecessary.

(0)-Not present: No attempt appears to have been made to meet this standard.

Pro Tip: Judges may not award half points.  Whole points only!

No half points!



The Project Report
Objective
Report will demonstrate the successful development of a prototype through the 
implementation of the Engineering Design Process. This report should be a 
summary of the project and lead judges through each stage of the Design 
Process. 

Length
The report must be a minimum of 5 pages and a maximum of 10 pages in 
length (not including the title page or appendices). Thorough but concise 
papers are encouraged.

See the rules document for a full set of rules and guidelines.



Contents
a. Title Page
b. Problem Statement
c. Design Process

i. Exploration Phase
ii. Design Phase
iii. Creation Phase
iv. Testing Phase
v. Improvement Phase

d. Appendices
i. Data (Charts, Graphs, Tables
ii. Bibliography or Citations of Sources
iii. Detailed Budget Sheet



The Rubric part 1
Identify The Problem - 3 rows

1. Client Description - provides a detailed description of the client and adequately examines the challenges they face
2. Client Needs- Adequately assesses the client’s needs and includes at least three specific needs that could be addressed 
3. Criteria and Constraints  - Identifies and examines at least three specific criteria and/or constraints to be considered during the design phase.

Explore - 4 rows
1. Research about client - evidence of at least three resources (i.e. prior knowledge, client interviews, websites, books, articles) that provided client information
2. Other research - evidence of at least three resources (i.e. interviews, websites, books, articles) that assisted in the design process (i.e. other solutions, unfamiliar 

math/science concepts, Arduino components or coding assistance
3. Initial Approach choice with Rationale - Provides a detailed description of their approach to a solution and adequately justifies the rationale for choosing this 

approach.
4. Relevant STEM  concepts - information provided about at least two math or science concepts related to design development, testing, or data analysis

Design – 2 rows
1. Discussion of Brainstorming - compares and contrasts at least two initial ideas for a prototype
2. Discussion of first Prototype selection - Defends design with at least three reasons why this design was selected utilizing findings from their research.

Create – 3 rows
1. Description of functionality of Prototype - Illustrates in detail how the prototype works and what it does
2. Evidence that Arduino is essential to prototype functionality - Discussion of prototype includes at least two references to Arduino integration that is essential to 

functionality.
3. Build successes & failure - Evaluation of each build includes discussion of at least two success or failures



Identify The Problem - 
The Problem Statement - Client Description, Client Needs and Criteria and Constraints

The client description, client needs, and criteria/constraints should comprise the Problem Statement. Reading this 
should provide the reader a clear understanding of the problem that will addressed by the project. 

Client description: A detailed description of the client should be included. This description should show that the 
team took the time to examine the various challenges faced by the client.

Example: Our team is working with an elderly couple who have problems with powering their home.  They are on a 
fixed income but need consistent power for cooling and medicine storage.

The team has identified the client and provided some information about challenges. However, the statement is not 
very detailed. This would score a 2.  To score a 3, more specific information about how income plays a role and the 
type of environment or specific power needs would need to be provided.



Identify The Problem - 
Client Needs and Criteria and Constraints

Client Needs: An adequate assessment of the client’s needs including at least three specific needs that could be 
addressed should be provided.

Example: Our client told us that they need a way to ensure their house is powered while keeping the energy costs 
low. 

The team has talked about the client’s needs so it is more than 0.  However, the needs are minimally articulated 
and does not include at least three specific needs. This would score a 2.  If they added more detail and at least two 
more needs.



Identify The Problem - 
Criteria and Constraints

Criteria and Constraints: At least three specific criteria and/or constraints to be considered during the design 
phase should be identified and examined.

Example: Our client told us that a low-cost system was most important to them. Since our clients are elderly, our 
team wanted to ensure that the system that we create would require little to no maintenance, which may mean 
panels would need to be installed on the ground rather than on a roof. Being located in rural southern Arizona the 
clients have typically over 300 days of sunlight so longer power storage isn’t needed.  

The team has talked about the client’s design requirement to be low cost and low maintenance. They also 
mentioned location which is a constraint but a beneficial one in this case. This would score a 2.  They need at least 
one more criteria and/or constraint. All teams should list Arduino as a specific criteria for this competition.



Explore - 
Research about client - evidence of at least three resources (i.e. prior knowledge, client interviews, websites, books, 
articles) that provided client information

The students are to share what they knew, what they learned from research, and what they learned from the clients.   This 
may be in several places since the Engineering Design Process is iterative.

Example: We considered various types of alternative energy sources like wind, water, and solar. The clients do not have an 
accessible water source nearby and winds are intermittent in their area. So we decided Solar was our best options. We started 
off knowing that solar energy is a way to provide electricity to people in rural areas who do not have access to consistent 
power.  We learned from a website that solar collectors are efficient but only when the sun strikes them at an angle of 90 
degrees. Our interviews with the client showed us that we needed a way to capture solar energy as efficiently as possible.

The team has stated what they knew, what they learned in research, and what they learned from the client.  However, it is light 
on detail. Why did the client need more solar energy?  What are their specific energy needs? They have adequately 
mentioned their research and at least three sources.  This would score a 3. If the team added more details about their 
research and specifics about their sources, that would push them to a 4 or 5.



Explore - 
Other research - evidence of at least three resources (i.e. interviews, websites, books, articles) that assisted in the 
design process (i.e. other solutions, unfamiliar math/science concepts, Arduino components or coding assistance)

For many students these projects will require them to explore topics beyond what they have studies in school. Especially when 
it comes to using Arduino. They should discuss this exploration and how it influenced their design process. This may be in 
several places since the Engineering Design Process is iterative.

Example: Per the MESA rules, we have to use Arduino in our project. Arduino was new to all of us so our teacher suggested 
we do some projects using videos from a Youtube channel by Paul McWhorter. Once we understood some basics, we looked 
up different pieces we could use for Arduino in our solar kit on Sparkfun.com. There were a lot of pieces, but we needed to 
know what we have to have for a solar system. To learn more about solar power system we read information on the 
energy.gov website. This gave us some good basic information but we need to learn a lot more. We then reached out to a 
local company called Technicians for Sustainability to try and learn more about the systems they install..

The team has provided a lot of information about the research they needed to do in order to develop a Solar System and use 
Arduino. This would score a 4. If the team was more specific about what they learned they would receive a 5.



Explore - 
Initial Approach choice with Rationale - Provides a detailed description of their approach to a solution 
and adequately justifies the rationale for choosing this approach.

It is important for the team to use the report to explain their design process. After research is done, the team 
should use what they learned to develop an idea for their first prototype.

Example: Our initial design was solar panels with a tracking system to follow the sun. We want to be able to 
capture approximately 4 kWh/m2 per hour by keeping the panels at a 90o angle with the sun.  Our research 
shows that this is possible due to the levels of solar radiation over an 8 hour period based on data from 
PhotoVoltaic Education. We feel that this will allow our system to capture enough energy to power our client’s 
home.

The team has shared some good information about their initial choice with some rationale. This would score a 4. 
Specific information about their system was shared and their rationale is tied to the client’s needs and research 
done.



Explore - 
Relevant STEM  concepts - information provided about at least two math or science concepts related to 
design development, testing, or data analysis

Here the students are to share information about any mathematical and scientific concepts that are part of their 
project. The concepts should be grade appropriate. Please pay attention to whether you are reading a middle 
school or high school paper as their knowledge will be very different. 

Example: Our solar panels are 5” x 8” and track the sun at a 90 degree angle. The current is a direct current that 
is stored in a battery.

The students mentioned some concepts so it is not 0. However, the information is barely articulated. This would 
score a 1. If the students added more information about how the electricity is generated, discussion on current or 
watts, the rate of movement to track the sun, or how to determine the angle the score would go up.  



Design -
Discussion of Brainstorming - compares and contrasts at least two initial ideas for a prototype

In order to show that they have taken the time to share ideas and consider different approaches to the challenge, 
teams should compare and contrast at least two prototype ideas to provide readers an insight into their thought 
process.

Example: Our team had two ideas that we considered. The first was a roof mounted system which reduces cost 
because a support structure is not needed, but it does not track the sun. The second was a ground mount with a 
tracking system which is more expensive but can maximize power.

Two ideas are shared and they are compared based on price and ability to track the sun. This would score a 3 
because they met the standard. More details about each system and a deeper comparison would improve the 
score. Using a chart to do so could result in a 5.



Design 
Discussion of first Prototype selection - Defends design with at least three reasons why this design was 
selected utilizing findings from their research.

The selection of the first prototype should be well thought out due to research and comparison of ideas from 
brainstorming. This can eliminate a lot of unnecessary trial and error and allow the team to build a design that 
should operate correctly and provide good data form improvement. 

Example: Our initial design was four 5’ x 8’ solar panels with a tracking system. This system should be able to 
produce 4 kWh/m2 per hour which should be enough power for our clients per our research. An Arduino based  
tracking system can be very inexpensive and tracking allows us to use less panels to keep cost down. The 
panels will be mounted close to the ground rather than on the roof. The should allow for easier maintenance of 
the system which will also reduce cost overall.

This would be a 3. The team provide enough detail and three reasons for their choice but they could have 
included more information about how the tracking system works and why Arduino is good beside being 
inexpensive.



Create
Description of functionality of Prototype - Illustrates in detail how the prototype works and what it does

The description of the initial prototype sets-up the rest of the report as much of what follows will be based on how 
the functionality of this prototype informs the rest of the design process. Therefore, a detailed description will help 
the reader tie it all together.

Example: Our first prototype will consist of four 5” x 8” panels mounted on a frame. This frame will be attached 
to a motor that can turn 180 degrees horizontally. A “sun wand” made of four light sensors will also be attached. 
The sunwand and motor will be attached to the Arduino. The light sensors will measure light lumens and when 
one of the sensors isn’t getting enough light the motor the Arduino tell the motor to move the frame until all 
sensors are receiving enough light.

The is a good description of the prototype and it’s functionality. There is enough detail to understand how it will 
work. This would be a 3. Additional information about what levels of light would initiate movement and information 
about measurement of the solar power would increase the score.



Create
Evidence that Arduino is essential to prototype functionality - Discussion of prototype includes at least 
two references to Arduino integration that is essential to functionality.

Since Arduino is a requirement, students need to explain how they integrated the Arduino microcontroller into 
their project. Their discussion should show that Arduino is essential and that functionality is dependant on its 
presence.

Example: We used the Arduino board as the brain of our system to track the sun. It uses 4 light sensors 
attached to a “sun wand.” The light sensors measure an amount of light lumens, if the measured light falls below 
a minimum amount the arduino will make adjustments. The Arduino connects to 2 motors that move horizontally 
and vertically to adjust the angle the sun is hitting the panels. The Arduino also takes measurements of solar 
power to ensure it is maximizing sunlight.  We decided not to address power collection of panels as we don’t 
have the technology to improve collection.

The team described their use of Arduino with some innovative tracking of the sun. The explanation sufficiently 
shows that Arduino is a key part of the system  This would score a 4.



Create
Build successes & failure - Evaluation of each build includes discussion of at least two success or 
failures

The students need to demonstrate that they are evaluating design performance relevant tests that lead to 
improving their device per the established criteria and constraints. The tests led to further iterations in the 
engineering design process.

Example: Our tests told us that our device had problems tracking the sun. The mechanical system worked but 
Arduino was not making proper adjustments. We adjusted the code multiple times to improve the solar tracking. 

The team discusses a build success and failure. However, they only discuss one. This would be a 2. One more 
would meet the standard and receive a 3. More details about the tracking issues and specifics on how they 
changed the code would take that 3 to a 4 or 5.



The Rubric-Part 2
Try it Out - 3 rows

1. Explanation of the testing process - details include process used, how data will be collected, and what data will be collected.
2. Evaluation of testing results assesses effectiveness of prototype using specific data from testing for at least two iterations
3. Shared data graphs/tables - at least two graphs/tables are included and support evaluation of prototype testing

Make it Better - 3 rows
1. Design changes with rationale based on data - design changes are clearly justified by data, including analysis from testing and user feedback. A summary of all design 

changes is included.
2. Comparison of at least two iterations is present throughout the report
3. Description of final prototype - supports effectiveness of specific functions and assesses the ability to effectively meet client’s needs

Spelling & Grammar

Title Page

Budget

Bibliography

Length



Try It Out
Explanation of the testing process - details include process used, how data will be collected, and what 
data will be collected.

The students need to demonstrate that they performed relevant tests that produce data which can be used to 
assess performance. 

Example: Part of our coding created a log of the light lumen measurements and the sun wand position with a 
timestamp. We tested the accuracy of this by using a 200 watt bulb and changing it to angles of 45, 90, and 135 
every 5 minutes. We ran this test three times. 

This description provides all of the necessary data to understand the test completely. The test is relevant and it is 
evident that proper data analysis could help the team improve their design. This would receive a score of 4. 



Try It Out
Evaluation of testing results assesses effectiveness of prototype using specific data from testing for at 
least two iterations

The students need to talk about their data and how it informed their design improvements. They should have 
charts and graphs to help illustrate the points they make in the body of the paper.

Example: Our data shows that we were able to collect energy at an average of 12%.  Our solar panels are rated 
to collect 10-20% of the solar energy by the manufacturer. The collection rate ranges between 11-14%.

The team is discussing their data and use a range and compare it to the manufacturers specifications.  However, 
they do not provide context for the meaning of the percentage.  This would score a 1.



Try It Out
Shared data graphs/tables - at least two graphs/tables are included and support evaluation of prototype 
testing

The use of graphs and tables helps to show that students understand the meaning of the data and will also help 
the reader understand the relevancy of the data. 

Example The chart is great and has test 
data.  However, there is little 
explanation. This would receive a 
1.  It is relevant to the problem of 
solar collection and is relevant to 
the amount of energy the team 
wishes to collect. While it is 
graphical, there is only the one 
data piece. The chart is also 
missing measurements for the 
vertical axis so it is hard to 
understand the data.



Make It Better
Design changes with rationale based on data - design changes are clearly justified by data, including 
analysis from testing and user feedback. A summary of all design changes is included.

Teams need to use the data they collected to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of their design.  The data 
should lead back to the Inspiration phase to generate new ideas for their design.

Example: After looking at our data, we realized that the amount of energy collected was inconsistent and below 
our targeted goal. We felt this was due to our motor tracking and program failing to keep the right angle. We want 
a more efficient way to track the sun and keep the angle at 90 degrees.

The team has used the data to identify a weakness and start thinking about a new idea for their design.  While 
there is a good use of the data, the team only writes about what they want to do and does not have a specific 
design change. It is also missing a summary of all changes. This would score a 2.



Make It Better
Comparison of at least two iterations is present throughout the report

The students need to demonstrate that they have employed the engineering design process multiple times and 
used their data and research to inform their design decisions..

Example: The tracking system in our initial design did not maintain the proper angle to collect the most light. Our 
mounts were not stable and our motor speed was too slow. We adjusted the mounts which helped to maintain 
the angle but changing our motor did not improve tracking speed. After checking our code again we determined 
that we need to take light reading more often to improve tracking..

The team indicated that they had a prototype and at least two more iterations. They mentioned changes although 
only one was based on data. This would be at least a 3. If they discussed the data in more detail and provided 
evidence based rationale for their changes it could result in a 4 or 5.



Make It Better
Description of final prototype - supports effectiveness of specific functions and assesses the ability to 
effectively meet client’s needs

Although teams are not required to have a completed design for this project, they should describe the most 
current iteration prior to completing the report. Teams should show how their progress is improving function and 
meeting the client’s needs.

Example: Our current model has the four panels connected in parallel mounted to a solid base for improved 
stability. We moved our light sensors from a wand configuration to the corners of the base. This allows us to 
measure angle changes more accurately and reduce power loss due to faulty panels in order to ensure we can 
more consistently provide the power our client’s need while keep the system cost low.

The description of the prototype describes some changes but could use more specific details to provide a 
complete description of the design. Changes made were connected to client’s needs but more specificity about 
how well it meets client’s needs would make it more effective. This would receive a 2.



Spelling & Grammar
The papers need to have proper spelling and grammar.  This is based on 
your knowledge as professionals.

Scores:

0 - The spelling and grammar mistakes make reading the paper difficult.

      Mistakes take away from the paper.

1 - Spelling and grammar mistakes are few and do not take away from

     reading the paper.

2 - No mistakes



Budget
The teams need to provide a budget sheet that details what their device costs.  They only need 
to provide the item and its cost.

Score

0 - Less than half of the components needed are listed on the budget sheet

1 - Most of the components needed are listed on the budget sheet

2 - All of the components needed are listed on the budget sheet

A budget receiving a 2 may include the source of the material, unit dimensions, retail price, cost 
per unit, total cost per item.



Bibliography
The students need to provide reference of their resources for their research.  If the team 
referenced research, they need to cite their source.

Score:

0 - Less than half of the resources are cited

1 - Most of the resources are cited

2 - All resources are cited.

Teams need to use a consistent format.  If they do not, the most they can receive is 1.



Length
The paper has a required length of 5-10 pages. This does not include the 
title page or appendices.

Scores:

0: Less than 4 pages or more than 11 pages

1: 4 - 11 pages

2: 5 -10 pages



Thank you!

35

If you have any questions while scoring, please look back at these slides or reach out to your point 
of contact. 

Thank you for serving as a judge for the National Engineering Design Competition.

We will see you at MESA Day!

Questions?


